Image restoration problems are typically ill-posed requiring the design of suitable priors. These priors are typically hand-designed and are fully instantiated throughout the process. In this paper, we introduce a novel framework for handling inverse problems related to image restoration based on elements from the half quadratic splitting method and proximal operators. Modeling the proximal operator as a convolutional network, we defined an implicit prior on the image space as a function class during training. This is in contrast to the common practice in literature of having the prior to be fixed and fully instantiated even during training stages. Further, we allow this proximal operator to be tuned differently for each iteration which greatly increases modeling capacity and allows us to reduce the number of iterations by an order of magnitude as compared to other approaches. Our final network is an end-to-end one whose run time matches the previous fastest algorithms while outperforming them in recovery fidelity on two image restoration tasks. Indeed, we find our approach achieves state-of-the-art results on benchmarks in image denoising and image super resolution while recovering more complex and finer details.
Introduction
Single image restoration aims to reconstruct a clear image from corrupted measurements. Assume a corrupted image y can be generated via convolving a clear image x with a known linear space-invariant blur kernel k. This can be written as: y = k * x + (1) where is an additive zero-mean white Gaussian noise and * is the convolution operation. The problem of recovering the clean image is an ill-posed inverse problem. One approach to solve it is by assuming some prior (or a set of) on the image space. Thus, the clean image can be approximated by solving the following optimization problem
where . 2 is the l 2 norm and g is an operator that defines some prior (e.g l 1 norm is used to promote sparsity). A good prior is important to recover a feasible and high-quality solution. Indeed, priors are common in signal and image processing tasks such as inverse problems [29, 26] and these communities have spent considerable effort in hand designing suitable priors for signals [2, 39, 43] .
In this work, we build a framework where the image prior is a function class during training, rather than a specific instantiation. Parameters of this function are learned which then acts as a fully instantiated prior during testing. This allows for a far more flexible prior which is learned and tuned according to the data. This is somewhat in contrast to what the concept of a prior is in the general machine learning setting where it is usually a specific function (rather a function class). In our application for image restoration, the prior function class is defined to be a deep convolutional network. Such networks have exceptional capacity at modelling complex functions while capturing Our algorithm called Proximal-Splitting Network (PSN, U denotes unknown noise level) produces sharper edges in various orientations, an artifact of a powerful learned prior. For illustration, we compare against BM3D [11] .
natural structures in images such as spatial reciprocity through convolutions. A large function class for the prior allows the optimization to model richer statistics within the image space, which leads to better reconstruction performance (as we find in our experiments).
Our reconstruction network takes only two inputs, the corrupted image and the kernel, then it reconstructs the clear image with a single forward pass. The network architecture is designed following a recovery algorithm based on the half quadratic splitting method involving the proximal operator (see section 3). Proximal operators have been successfully applied in many image processing tasks (e.g. [32] ). They are powerful and can work under more general conditions (e.g don't require differentiability) and are simple to implement and study. Theoretically, the reconstruction process is driven primarily by the half-quadratic splitting method with no trainable parameters. The only need for training arises when the proximal operators in this architecture are modelled using deep networks. This training only helps the network to learn parameters such that the overall pipeline is effective. Our overall framework is flexible and can be applied to almost any image based inverse problem, though in this work we focus on image denoising and image super-resolution.
Contributions. We propose a novel framework for image restoration tasks called Proximal Splitting Networks (PSN). Our network architecture is theoretically motivated through the half quadratic splitting method and the proximal operator. Further, we model the proximal operators as deep convolutional networks that result in more flexible signal priors tuned to the data, while requiring a number of iterations an order of magnitude less compared to some previous works. Finally, we demonstrate state-of-the-art results on two image restoration tasks, namely image denoising and image super resolution on multiple standard benchmarks.
Prior Art
Priors in image restoration. The design of priors for solving inverse problems has enjoyed a rich history. There have been linear transforms proposed as priors which also assume low energy or sparsity etc [19, 5, 1] . However, it has been shown that these approaches fail when the solution space invoked by the assumed prior does not contain good approximations of the real data [14] . There have also been other signal processing methods such as BM3D [11] , and those levaraging total variation [47] and dictionary learning [39, 14, 46] techniques that have been successful in several of these tasks. Proximal operators [34] and half quadratic splitting [47] methods have been useful in a few image recovering algorithms such as [5] . These methods assume hand-designed priors approximated via careful choice of the norm. Although this has provided much success, they are limited in the expressive capacity of the prior which ultimately limits the quality of the solution. In our approach, we learn the prior from a function class for our problem during the optimization. Thus our algorithm utilizes a more expressive prior that is informed by data.
Deep learning approaches and our generalization. Deep learning approaches have emerged successful in modelling high level image statistics and thus have excelled at image restoration problems. Some example applications include blind de-convolution [31] , super-resolution [24] and de-noising [51] . Though these methods have powerful generalization, it remains unclear as to what the relation between the architecture and the prior used is. In this work however, the network is clearly motivated based on a combination of the proximal operator and half quadratic splitting methods. Further, we show that our network is a generalization of the approaches in [24, 51] in the supplementary.
Deep learning approaches which learn the prior It is worth mentioning that several approaches have used a proximal gradient decent algorithm [30] , ADMM algorithm [37] or a gradient decent method [7] to recover an image where the prior is computed via a deep learning network. Although, these approaches preform well with respect to the reconstruction performance, they inherit important limitations in terms of computation efficiency. Proximal gradient decent, ADMM and gradient decent methods being first order iterative methods with linear or sub-linear convergence rate, typically require many tens of iterations for convergence. Each iteration consists of a forward pass through the network, which emerges as a considerable bottleneck. Our approach addresses this problem by allowing different proximal operators to be learned at every 'iteration'. This increases modelling capacity of the overall network and allows for much lower iterations (an order of magnitude lower in our case).
Deep learning structure based on theoretical approaches There are several approaches that employed CNNs for image restoration [40, 23, 10] where the structure of the network is driven from a theoretical model for image recovery. In [40] , the author proposed the cascade of shrinkage fields for image restoration. CSF can be seen as a ConvNet where the architecture of this network is a cascade of Gaussian conditional random fields [41] . [10] proposed trainable nonlinear reaction diffusion (TNRD) which is a ConvNet that has structure based on nonlinear diffusion models [36] . In [23] , the authors proposed GradNet applied to noise-blind deblurring. The architecture of GradNet is motivated by the Majorization-Minimization (MM) algorithm [21] . However, these approaches assume that the prior term is driven from or approximated by Gaussian mixture model [52] which is represented by ConvNet. Our method is free of this assumption.
Proximal Splitting in Deep Networks
Our main goal is the design of a feed forward neural network for image restoration. For the architecture, we take inspiration from two tools in optimization. The first being the proximal operator which allows for a solution to a problem to be part of some predefined solution space. The second component being the half quadratic splitting technique which allows a sum of objective functions to be solved in alternating sequence using proximal operators. We briefly describe these two components and then utilize them to design our system architecture. 
Proximal Operator
Let h : R n → R be a function. The proximal operator of the function h with the parameter β is defined as prox h,β (x) = arg min
If the function h(x) is a strong convex function and twice differentiable with respect to x and β is large, the proximal operator of the function h converges to a gradient descent step (a proof of this known result is presented in the supplementary). In this case the proximal operator can be approximated as:
Half Quadratic Splitting
Now note that the image recovery optimization problem (Eq. 2) can be rewritten as:
where f is the data fidelity term and g is a function that represents the prior. Depending on this prior g(x), Eq. 5 might be hard to optimize, especially when the prior function is not convex. The half quadratic splitting method [47] restructures this problem (Eq. 5) into a constrained optimization problem by introducing an auxiliary variable v. Under this approach, the optimization problem in Eq. 5 is reformulated as:
The next step is to convert the equality constraint into its Lagrangian.
where β is a penalty parameter. As β approaches infinity, the solution of Eq. 7 is equivalent to that of Eq. 5, and can be solved in iterative fashion by fixing one variable, updating the other and vice versa. By using the proximal operator, these updating steps become
When the image x is fixed, the optimum v can be found through the proximal operator involving g(z) and β. Clearly, this depends on the prior which is the g function. For instance, if g(z) is l 1 norm, the prox operator will be a soft threshold operator which forces the signal to be sparse [5] . However, for real-world image data, the optimal class of functions for g is not known, which by extension makes the prox-operator sub-optimal for recovery. In the following subsection, we will propose an approach to optimize for the prox operator within a predefined search space.
As a final note, recall that since the added noise is assumed to be Gaussian, f is the euclidean distances between the corrupted image and the clean image convolved with a kernel. Thus, f (x) = 1 2 y − k * x 2 2 which is convex and twice differentiable. This allows the updating step in Eq. 8 for x to be approximated via gradient decent while modifying the proximal operator from Eq. 4:
where K is the matrix form of the convolution operation with k and K T is its transpose. The multi-scale Proximal Splitting Network (PSN) architecture for image restoration tasks. Each Up-sampling block does so by a factor of 2 whereas each Proximal Block has 10 layers (see Fig. 3 ). The two Conv layers have 1 or 3 channels each (Grey-scale vs. RGB image space) with 3 × 3 kernels.
Proximal Splitting Networks
We now develop the core optimization problem which will then yield the Proximal Splitting Network architecture. Our main approach for image recovery is to use the half quadratic splitting method which alternately updates the image x and an auxiliary variable v as in Eq. 8. Thus, for S iterations the optimization procedure becomes
Note that the update for v t still contains a proximal operator depending on the prior g. There have been studies such as [30] , where the authors replace the proximal operator with a Deep Denoising Network (DnCNN) [51] . Similarly, the authors in [18] use BM3D or the NLM denoiser rather than the proximal operator to update the value of an image. It is also important to note that these studies utilized these denoisers in an iterative fashion i.e. the same proximal operator with its parameters was used through multiple iterations. Considering that the number of iterations in these studies were significantly high (about 30 for both [30] and [18] ) and the fact that every iteration requires a forward pass through a deep network, these methods have large computational bottleneck.
Although these methods work well, there is much to gain from defining a more flexible proximal operator in two ways. First, defining a larger solution space for the proximal operator would allow for the algorithm to choose more fitting operators. Secondly, allowing the proximal operator networks at different stages (iterations) to maintain separate weights allows for each operator to be tuned to the statistics of the estimated image at that stage. This also allows us to keep the number of iterations or stages very small in comparison due to the larger modelling capacity (3 in our experiments, which is an order of magnitude less than previous studies [30, 18] ). Keeping these in mind, we choose the model for the proximal operator in our formulation to be a deep convolutional network, which introduces desirable inductive biases. These biases themselves act as our 'prior' while providing the optimization a large enough function search space to choose from. The rest of the prior (i.e. the actual parameters of the convolutional network) are tuned according to the data. Under this modification, the update step for v t becomes
where Γ t Θ is a convolutional network for the t th iteration. Note that for every iteration, there is a separate such network. Defining the proximal operator (and the image prior) to be different for every iteration, the final optimization problem becomes
where x gt is the ground truth clean image, x S is the final estimated image, S is the number of stages (iterations) and x 0 is the initial input image. Note that the minimization in this formulation is only on Θ i.e. the parameters of the set of proximal networks Γ t Θ ∀t. The loss function here can be any suitable function, though we minimize the Euclidean error for this study assuming Gaussian noise. It is important to note a subtle point regarding the recovery framework. The minimization in Eq. 12 only tunes the network Γ Θ towards the desired task based off the data. However, the core algorithm for reconstruction is still based on Eq. 10 i.e. iterations of the half quadratic splitting based reconstruction. It is also useful to observe the interplay between the objective function and the constraints. The first constraint and the loss objective in Eq. 12 work to project the recovered image onto the image space while the second constraint pushes the recovered image to be as close Bold numbers denote the highest performing model, whereas Italics denotes the second highest. PSN outperforms previous state-of-the-art when the noise level is known, however matches it when it is unknown. as possible to the the corrupted input image. A single iteration over these constraints according to half quadratic splitting, and the proximal network Γ Θ together result in what we call the Proximal Block as shown in Fig. 3 . The Proximal Block is the fundamental component using which the overall network is built (as we describe soon).
Multi-scale Proximal Splitting Network. Multi-scale decomposition has been widely applied in many applications, such as edge-aware filtering [35] , image blending [9] and semantic segmentation [15] . Multi-scale architecture extensions have also emerged as a standard technique to further improve the performance of deep learning approaches to image recovery tasks such as image de-convolution [31] and image super-resolution [28] . We find that the multi-scaling is useful incorporate it into the Proximal Splitting Network algorithm. These approaches usually require that the output of each intermediate scale stage be the cleaned/processed image at that scale. Complying with this, multi-scaled PSN networks are designed such that the intermediate outputs form a Gaussian pyramid of cleaned images. For better performance, we apply reconstruction fidelity loss functions at each level of the pyramid. This also helps provide stronger gradients for the entire network pipeline, especially the first few layers which are typically harder to train.
Proximal Splitting Network Architecture for Image Restoration. Finally, we implement Eq. 12 to arrive at the PSN architecture while utilizing multiple Proximal Blocks in Fig. 4 . The number of Proximal Blocks (from Fig. 3 ) equals the number of stages or iterations for the half-quadratic splitting method (Eq. 12) which we set to be 3 i.e. S = 3. Recall that this is an order of magnitude lesser than some previous works [30, 18] . In Fig. 4 , the input image is the corrupted image convolved with the K T (e.g the input image is the noisy image for image denoising and it is the up sampled image via bi cubic interpolation for image super-resolution in the experiment part) . The down sampling is achieved via bi-cubic down sampling and the up sampling by a de-convolution layer [33] . Through a preliminary grid search, we find that β = 8 works satisfactorily.
Empirical Evaluation on Image Restoration
We evaluate our proposed approach against state-of-the-art algorithms on standard benchmarks for the tasks of image denoising and image super resolution. For training we use Adam [27] for 50 epochs with a batch size of 128 for all models. Runtimes for evaluated PSN network are on par with the fastest algorithms while outperforming previous state-of-the-arts (provided in the supplementary).
Image De-noising
Our first task is image denoising where given a noisy image (with a known and unknown level of noise), the task is to output a noiseless version of the image. Image denoising is considered as special case of Eq. 1 where k is a delta function with no shift.
Experiment:
We train on 400 images of size 180 × 180 from the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset (BSD) [3] . We set the patch size as 64 × 64, and crop about one million random patches to train. We train four models as described in [51] . Three of these models are trained on images with three different levels of Gaussian noise i.e., σ = 15, 25 and 50. We refer to these models as PSN-K (Proximal Split Net-Known noise level). The fourth model is trained for blind Gaussian denoising, where no level of σ is assumed. For blind Gaussian denoising, we train a single model and set the range of the noise level in the training images to be σ ∈ [0, 60]. We refer to these models as PSN-U (Unknown noise level). We test on two well known datasets, the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset (BSD68) [38] containing a total of 68 images and Set12 [11] with 12 images with no overlap during training. We compare our approach with several state-of-the-art methods such as BM3D [11] , WNNM [16] , TRND [10] , EPLL [52] , DnCNN [51] , MLP [8] and CSF [40] . Table 2 : Denoising PSNR results of several algorithms on Set12 with noise levels of σ = {15, 25, 50}. Bold numbers denote the highest performing model, whereas Italics denotes the second highest. PSN outperforms state-of-the-art for many images.
Results: Table 1 showcases the testing PSNR results on BSD68. We observe that PSN-K outperforms all other algorithms to obtain a new state-of-the-art on BSD68. However, the noise-blind version (PSN-U) very closely matches the previous state-of-the-art and for σ = 25, 50 outperform it. Table 2 shows the testing PSNRs for Set12. We find that for most images, PSN-K achieves new state-ofthe-arts. The noise-blind model PSN-U also beats the state-of-art on many images in some cases even PSN-K. PSN-U performs particularly well at high levels of noise i.e. σ = 50. Fig. 1 and Fig. 5 present some qualitative results illustrating the high level of detail PSN recovers. More results are presented in the supplementary.
Image Super-Resolution
Our second task aims to reconstruct a high-resolution image from a single low-resolution image . Image super-resolution is considered as special case of Eq. 1 where k is a bicubic down sampling filter with no added noise.
Experiment: For training, we use DIV2K dataset. The dataset consists of 800 training images (2K resolution).The data set is augmented with random horizontal flips and 90
• rotations. We set the high resolution patch size to be 128 × 128. The low res patches are generated via bicubic down sampling of the high resolution patches. We trained a single model for each of three different scales i.e., 2X, 3X and 4X. We test our algorithm on four benchmark datasets. The datasets are Set5 [6] , Set14 [50] , BSDS100 [4] and URBAN100 [20] . We compare our approach with several state-of-the-art methods such as A+ [45] , RFL [42] , SelfExSR [20] , SRCNN [12] , FSRCNN [13] , SCN [48] , DRCN [25] , LapSRN [28] and VDSR [24] in terms of the PSNR and SSIM metrics as in [24] .
Results: From Table. 5, it is clear that PSN achieves state-of-the-art results both in terms of PSNR and SSIM for all four benchmarks for all scales by a significant margin. This demonstrates the efficacy of the algorithm in application to the image super-resolution problem. Fig. 2 Table 3 : The PSNR and SSIM results of several algorithms on four image super resolution benchmarks. PSN outperforms all previous algorithms significantly and consistently (except for the 3X case on Urban100). PSN also outperforms the works of [45, 42, 20, 12, 48] on all four benchmarks, whose specific results we present in the supplementary due to space constraints. The first row shows the de-noising results of "Airpl." (Set12) compared against BM3D [11] with added Gaussian noise (σ = 50). The second row illustrates the super-resolution output of "Comic"(Set14) compared against VDSR [24] with a down-sampling (scale) factor of 4. PSN recovers finer details and more complex structures than the baselines.
Conclusion
We proposed a theoretically motivated novel deep architecture for image recovery, inspired from the half quadratic algorithm and utilizing the proximal operator. Extensive experiments in image denoising and image super resolution demonstrated the proposed Proximal Splitting Network is effective and achieves a new state-of-the-art on both tasks. Furthermore, the proposed framework is flexible and can be potentially applied to other tasks such as image in-painting and compressed sensing, which are left to be explored in future work. In this work, they use a very deep convolutional network with residual-learning. We find that VDSR is special case of our formulation. VDSR can be modelled by modifying Eq. 12 (from the paper). We set S = 1, K T to be the bi-cubic up-sampling filter, β to be 2 and where y is the low res image and x 0 the up-sampled low res image via bi-cubic interpolation. Further, the last convolution layer of Γ 1 Θ is a filter that can be represented by a matrix with weight equivalents to (I + K T K) −1 and the loss objective being the l 2 loss, we will have the following optimization problem:
Here, Γ 1 Θ is modelled to be a deep CNN that consists of 20 layers. This formulation is the exact formulation of the VDSR method.
DnCNN [51] as a special case. Similarly, the Denoising Convolutional Neural Networks (DnCNN [51] ) can also be modelled as a special case of the PSN optimization problem (Eq. 12 from the paper). In this work the authors propose a CNN for image denoising. DnCNN model has the ability to recover images when the noise level is unknown. DnCNN can be represented by the formula in Eq. 13 if Γ 1 Θ is a deep convolutional neural network, x 0 is the noisy image and K T being the identity matrix. The formulation then describes the architecture of DnCNN.
Thus, we find that some previous approaches can be modelled as special cases of our formulation (Eq. 12 from the paper). Our approach we find, not only theoretically generalizes these methods, but also outperforms them practically on two image restoration tasks.
Furthermore, deep multi-scale convolutional neural network for dynamic scene deblurring [31] is another special case of our approach. In this work, they proposed a blind deblurring method with CNN. the proposed network is a multi-scale convolutional neural network that recovers sharp images where blur is caused by several motion filters. To show that this approach is special case of our method, we need to present the formula of combing PSN with multi scale architecture first. The optimization formula of this combination is:
Where D T is a de-convolution filter [33] . M t is sub sampling matrix that reduce the size of the vector that is multiplied with. M S is the identify matrix, M i is a down sampling matrix by 2 S−i .
To show that the proposed approach in [31] is special case of PSN ,we need to manipulate with the value of β and K T in Eq. 14 since the filter k is unknown. Thus, it can be written as: Optimizing this function is exactly equivalent to the approach in [31] when Γ t Θ is a deep residual network [17] By applying the same methodology that we used in the previous three cases, we can show that our approach is general method of [28, 49] In Eq. 3 (from the paper) ,h(z) can be approximated via the second order of Taylor series since it is twice differentiable. Thus, the optimization problem in Eq. 3 (from the paper) will be prox h,β (x) = arg min
Eq. 16 is convex. Therefore, Minimizing Eq. 16 can be found by taking the first derivative and computing the roots(when the function equals zero). The result will be:
when β is large, the proximal of function h can be approximated to be
7 Complexity Table 4 shows the run times of different methods for denoising. The input images have three different sizes(256 × 256, 512 × 512 and 1024 × 1024. We see that the two versions of the PSN network, PSN-K and PSN-U are one of the fastest algorithms with less than 0.1 seconds for images less than 512 × 512. Though it is slightly slower than the networks of TNRD [10] and DnCNN [51] , it still processes faster than 0.5 seconds for a 1024 × 1024 image.
